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Abstract
Corona viruses (Co-V) are known as respiratory pathogen leading to a serious 
pandemic such as serious acute respiratory problems (SARS), the Middle East 
respiratory syndrome （MERS（ and corona virus disease 2019（COVID-19). The 
World Health Organization (WHO) has acknowledged that recent outbreak as a 
global public health emergency. Now coronavirus has spread in 213 countries. 
There are approximately 4740536 confirmed cases and 313641 deaths in 
worldwide. India had total 17378 active cases till 24th of April 2020. The study 
on novel coronavirus is still in the primary stage. Based on the current data, we 
summarize the epidemiology, clinical characteristics, pathogenesis, diagnosis, 
treatment and prevention of information regarding COVID-19. In this mini-review, 
we focused at inspecting the most recent trend of COVID-19 for helping the 
community recognize and deal with the 2019 novel coronavirus (SARS-Co-V-2019), 
some antiviral medicine like Lopinavir, Ribavirin, Chloroquine Phosphate is using 
for treatment of COVID-19 and providing a reference for forthcoming studies.
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Introduction
Human corona Virus first identified in 1965 it had isolated from 
human embryonic tracheal organ of respiratory tract of the 
patients who suffered from common cold mostly given by Tyrrell 
and Bynoe was B814 [1]. In similar time Hamre and Procknow 
was identified 229E. The mode of action of both viruses is 
respiratory tract and pneumoniae symptoms occur in both cases 
[2]. Robert Chanock reported a virus which is OC43 at National 
Institutes of Health [3]. But not until the spread of Severe Acute 
Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) epidemic in 2003 this family of virus 
found any interest. It was after this outbreak that an increasing 
interest was to generated and wide investigation started that 
lead to discovery of many of its members. Before advancing 
to the human transmission until 2003, this virus was in major 
interest of the vets. Majorly infected mammals and the birds 
leading to respiratory and sometimes neurological diseases. The 
coronavirus could be bifurcated into four different groups based 
on the genetic and serological analysis, alpha, beta, gamma, and 
delta-CoV. The virus is member of Coronavirinae subfamily which 
along with Torovirinae form the Coronaviridae family under the 
Nidovirales order [4]. Coronavirus is an enveloped RNA virus 
that infect infect variety of species including humans. They have 
single-stranded RNA having 27-32 kb in size [5] Coronaviruses are 
the enveloped viruses generally spherical in shape sometimes 

pleiomorphic which range about 80-120nm in diameter. They 
are constituted by positive, single-stranded largest RNA genome 
of about 27-32 kb size [6].The genome has about 6 to 10 open 
reading frames. The initial open reading frame codes for the 
replicase protein and makes up the two-third of the genome. 
And the last-third constitutes the structural genes in a pre-
defined order of (HE)-S-E-M-N. The virion envelope is constituted 
be atleast 3 viral proteins, the spike protein (S), the membrane 
protein (M) and the envelope protein (E) [4,6]. Along with it some 
strain contains hemagglutinin esterase (HE). The M and E play a 
role in virus assembly whereas the S mediate the entry of the 
of virus in the cell along with being deterministic of host range 
[7,8]. This infection was fundamentally named as the 2019 novel 
corona infection (2019-nCoV) however was as of late recognized 
by the World Health Organization (WHO) as corona infection 
sickness 2019 (CIVID-19). COVID-19 was seen as identified with 
cut off Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS-Co-V) and 
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS-Co-V) in the protein 
sequence [9]. Universal Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses 
(ICTV) named the infection extreme intense respiratory condition 
crown infection 2 (SARS CoV-2) [10]. 

By April 24, 2020, there are in excess of 1,791,505 affirmed cases 
with in excess of 191,189 passing in the entire world. The occasion 
has been resolved as a Public Health Emergency of International 
Concern (PH EIC) by WHO [11]. This little surveys center around 
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the hereditary structure, contamination source, transmission 
course, parthenogenesis, clinical qualities, and treatment and 
anticipation of the COVID-19, with the goal that it can manage 
the cost of references for follow-up research, avoidance and 
treatment, and may help individuals to have the most recent 
comprehension of this new irresistible infection.

Origin & transmission 
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) was first identified at 
Guangdong city of China in 2003. It is a Beta- type corona virus. 
We also known by the name of SARS Co-V [12,13]. Pneumonia 
symptoms occur in the patients who suffered from this disease. 
It infected alveoli of respiratory tract as a receptor, which caused 
acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). In that time in china 
approximately 8000 people had suffered from this disease and 
approximately 776 people’s had died [14]. 

After a decade in 2012, a virus had identified in Saudi Arabia 
diagnosed and found it had another type of corona virus. 
A name has given to this virus was Middle East Respiratory 
Syndrome coronavirus (MERS-Co-V). According to the World 
health organization (WHO) report there were approximately 
2428 people’s had suffered and 838 had died [14,15]. The major 
infected area of this disease was mild upper respiratory tract and 
Symptoms was same like SARS Co-V [15].

Now at the month of December 2019 Chinese researchers have 
identified a corona virus, and name given Novel corona Virus 
2019 [16]. The alternative name of Corona Virus has given by 
WHO is Corona Virus disease 2019 (COVID-2019) [17]. Around 
80% of people’s who suffered from COVID-19 have recovered 
by no specific treatment, the symptoms of this disease is flu-like 
symptoms but in some people’s it caused severe symptoms like 

trouble in breathing [18]. COVID-19 transmits from person to 
person by respiratory droplets the current study says that when 
the droplet size has >5-10 um in diameter, it referred respiratory 
droplet, but when they have <5 μm in diameter referred to as 
nuclei droplets [19].

According to the centers for disease control and prevention, the 
incubation periods for COVID-19 is 2 to 14 days after exposure the 
symptoms [20]. Based on the current evidence, COVID-19 virus 
droplets are to be transfer to person by coughing and sneezing. 
That contacts with (1 miter in range) the other person suffering 
from COVID-19 virus. Transmissions may also by fomites in the 
immediate environment around the infected person or objects 
which used by infected person like stethoscope, Thermometer 
etc. [21].

Another way of transmissions is airborne transmissions. It will 
happen by droplets size range which has <5 μm in diameter can 
remain in the air for a lengthy perio0d. It transmits person in 
specific circumstances (Figure 1) [22].

Genome origination of virus
The type I glycoprotein make up the peplomers of the virion 
surface according the virus its characteristic crown like structure 
of referred to as corona morphology makes the S protein. 
A protein that span the membrane thrice and is made of a 
N-terminal ectodomain along with cytoplasmic tail assembles the 
M protein [6].

The 5’ end has 20 to 22 kb long replicase gene, that is responsible 
for encoding multiple enzyme activities (Figure 2). The ORF 1a 
and 1b is responsible for encoding replicase gene products which 
are further translated to large polypeptides pp1a and pp1ab 

Figure 1 Mode of transmissions of SARS-CoV-2 and Origin from bat and further transmit in camel α and β type coronaviruses active on 
humans It transmits by the respiratory droplet to the community [22,23].
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through frameshift mechanism. The structural proteins S, E, M, N 
are coded in this very order by one-third of the genome. In some 
strains where HE is expressed it is coded at 5’ to S. Every group 
of coronaviruses encodes unique small proteins that do not 
interfere with host innate immune system thus act as accessory 
proteins [9,10,23]. The untranslated regions at both 5’ and 3’ 
end of the genome translate to viral proteins that control RNA 
replication. The structure also consists of conserved sequences 
at the onset transcription region called the intergenic sequences 
or transcriptional regulatory sequences for each subgenomic 
mRNAs [24].

The entry of the virus ours directly via the cell surface 
through endocytosis with fusion occurring in endosomal 
compartment. Fusion of viral and the host membrane is driven 
by conformational change of the spike protein. Conformational 
change is triggered by receptor binding though other factors 
like proteolytic activation and pH acidification act as additional 
contributors. The process of virus entry and fusion formation is 
different for different strains of the coronavirus [25]. Endosomal 
pH acidification triggers fusion in many virus species such as 
influenza virus and vesicular stomatitis virus. The expression of 
viral fusion protein on the cell surface leads to cell-cell fusion 
and formation of large multi-nucleated cell referred to as synctia. 
This synctia formation is the indicative of fusion of host and viral 
cell membrane fusion. However fusion mechanism may differ. 
Due to various factors like membrane curvatures and densities 
of viral surface glycoproteins, the viral-cell fusion may differ in its 
mechanics. However, formation of synctia is not observed in all 
strains of coronavirus. The cleavage is required for the priming 
of the protein so that fusion can occur in the secretory pathway 
by furin or during infection by host proteases of the respiratory 
tract. The cleaved proteins of the S protein in coronavirus show 
higher tendency to cell-cell fusion [26]. The in-vitro cleavage of 
spike protein has a crucial role in fusogenicity . The strains of 
coronavirus whose spike is cleaved by furin, this protease belongs 
proprotein convertases [27]. The coronavirus strains without 
surface spike proteins depend on the endosomal proteases for a 
productive entry. Indeed there entry depends on cathepsin L and 
B [28]. This dependence might be abolished be the furin cleavage 
site that might be introduced between S1 and S2 domains. It is 

seen that SARS-CoV infection restrained by lysmotrophic agents 
due to inhibition of acidic-pH activated protease cathepsin L [29]. 
Further cell-cell and virus-cell fusion can be prompted by trypsin 
[30]. The trypsin initiates fusion by sequential cleavage of spike 
protein at two different sites. The first at S1-S2 boundary (R667) 
that facilitates the second cleavage at R797, that occurs directly 
at N-terminal extremity of the fusion peptide [31-33]. Elastase 
generally mediates the cleavage although not directly. SARS-
CoV spikes show certain plasticity at the site of cleavage site of 
priming of fusion. The efficacy of fusion is a result of location of S 
residue at the N-terminus.

Role of different Proteins in Pathogenesis
Spike protein: The spike protein is responsible for the attachment 
of the coronavirus on the host cell surface. The MHV generally 
uses CEACAM1 host receptor which was the earliest identified 
receptor [34]. This attachment is responsible for bringing about 
conformational change in the spike protein that leads to fusion 
of cell protein and the viral memberane [35]. The spike plays a 
major role n viral entry, cell to cell spread and in tissue tropism.

The spike protein plays a vital role in pathogenicity and tropism. 
Several experiments demonstrate the role spike proteins. 

The replacement of spike protein of attenuated respiratory 
TGEV with that of virulent enteric strain rendered the virus 
enterotrophic [36]. Similarly the replacement of spike gene in 
A59 which is weakly neurotrophic with that of JHM starin that 
is highly neurotrophic; rendered A59 high neurotrophic property 
[37].

Hemagglutinin-esterase protein: Generally HE act as the 
secondary spike protein which are shorter than the spike protein 
peplomers, which are persent on the surface of certain strains of 
coronavirus [38]. It is a 42k-Da apoprotein which is glycosylated to 
form 65k-Da chain and forms a homodimer by disulphide linkage 
when it is expressed in BCoV [25,39]. HE has hemagglutination 
and esterase properties. 

Coronavirus HE was not of much discussion in past due to there 
no rle in replication in tissue culture.

HE of some coronavirus strains have sialic acid specific-lectins 

Figure 2 Genome origination of Corona virus (source: Guido Hansen via Research gate).
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, as seen by hemagglutination or hemadsorption assay, which 
support HE in receptor binding [40,41]. For BCoV, both spike 
and HE recognize the same receptor determinant of 9-O-acetyl-
neuraminic acid on the host cell [42]. HE does not mediate the 
replication of cells in the culture; for that alone spike protein is 
enough to mediate the viral entry. The HE is generally insignificant 
in the viral life cycle, but may play role in animal infection. 
Generally it is speculated that it has a role in diseases induced by 
MHV , possibly as deterministic of tropism [43,44].

The MHV infection in the CNS is mediated by the binding activity 
of HE that augments the spread. Though esterase activity is more 
vital in other organs like respiratory system where it passes the 
mucous or detaches the cells just like the neuraminidase [6].

Membrane proteins: The M protein is the most widely distributed 
membrane protein. It plays a vital role in viral assembly and 
host interactions. The M protein cold is O- or N-glycosylated 
that just has role in viral-host interactions. For MHV it is evident 
that recombinant viruses with or without glycosylation of the 
M-protein alter the cell activity to replicate in-vitro, and may also 
affect the ability to induce INF-α in-vitro and also during in-vivo 
replication in liver [45].

Nucleocapsid proteins: N protein is important for effective 
recovery of the virus from infectious cDNA clones [46]. The 
N-protein also plays an importany role in replication of HCoV-229E 
genome RNA. Some studies also suggest that N protein induce 
cell cycle delay or arrest the cycle at G2/M phase by inhibiting 
cytokines [6].

Small envelope proteins: The E protein is an integral membrane 
protein of the coronavirus. Both M and E play a role in viral 
assembly. 

A recombinant MHV strain without E protein showed low 
infectivity and and poor replication; which is indicative of the 
fact that E protein is required for production of infectious virus. A 
distruption of E proetein in TGEV could be lethal. 

The E protein in SARS-CoV show cation-selective ion channel 
activity. 

E protein plays a role in host-virus interaction specifically in 
apoptosis [6].

Replicase proteins: This protein can affect pathogenesis and 
tropism by determining the rate of viral replication through 
interaction with non-coding 5’ and 3’ UTR sequence [6].

Internal proteins: Many strains of coronavirus including MHV 
have internal ORF with nucleocapsid protein. This ORF generally 
codes for hydrophobic polypeptide. The I gene products are 
expressed in MHV-infected cells. The I gene confer a small-plaque 
morphology, but its exact role in pathogenesis has yet to be 
discovered [6].

Possible treatment medicine 
In treatment of COVID-19 several report suggest namely 
potential drug candidates but their clinical effectiveness 
not yet been evidenced for COVID-19 such as lopinavir/
ritonavir(LPV/r), umifenovir ( arbidol), chloroquine, ACE2–based 

peptides, nucleoside analogs, neuraminidase inhibitors, 3C-like 
protease (3CLpro) inhibitors, DNA synthesis inhibitors (such as 
tenofovir dioproxil; & lamivudine), novel vineylsulfone protease 
inhibitor, teicoplanin, and Chinese traditional medicine (such 
as ShuFengJieDu or Lianhuaquingwen capsule (Tables 1 and 2) 
[47,48].

Epidemiology 
In epidemiology studies of COVID-19 along with SARS-CoV & 
MERS-CoV are also linked to wild animal market due to their SARS 
& MERS are defined as zoonotic disease & also by transmitted 
host of palm civet & dromedary camels respectively .But in recent 
studies of pangolins & snakes were showed as intermediate 
hosts of COVID-19 at wild animal market. On February 21, 2020 
data from WHO revealed altogether 76,769 cases of COVID-19 
of addition 643, cases were found in international conveyance – 
Diamond princess. But in China showed the largest number of 
patients with COVID-19 (n=75,543), which also followed by South 
Korea (n=204), Japan (n=93) & Singapore (n=85). The outbreak 

Table 1. Total Corona Cases in different states of India Data Extract from 
[11].

S. No Name of State Conformed Active Recover Death 
1 Maharashtra 6,427 5,304 840 283
2 Gujarat 2,624 2,254 258 112
3 Madhya Pradesh 1,687 1,401 203 83
4 Delhi 2,376 1,518 808 50
5 Rajasthan 362,000 1,498 22473 129
6 Andhra Pradesh 893 725 141 27
7 Telangana 970 693 252 25
8 Uttar Pradesh 1,510 1,280 206 24
9 Tamil Nadu 1,683 911 752 20

10 Karnataka 18463 301 145 17
11 Punjab 283 200 66 17
12 West Bengal 58514 396 24103 15
13 Jammu and Kashmir 434 337 92 5
14 Haryana 270 97 170 3
15 Jharkhand 53 42 8 3
16 Bihar 6176 130 44 2
17 Himachal Pradesh 40 20 18 2
18 Kerala 447 129 316 2
19 Assam 36 16 19 1
20 Meghalaya 12 11 - 1
21 Odisha 190 56 33 1
22 Andaman and 

Nicobar Islands
22 11 11 -

23 Arunachal Pradesh 1 - 1 -
24 Chandigarh 27 13 14 -
25 Chhattisgarh 36 6 30 -
26 Goa 7 - 7 -
27 Ladakh 18 2 16 -
28 Manipur 2 - 2 -
29 Mizoram 1 1 - -
30 Puducherry 7 3 4 -
31 Tripura 2 - 2 -
32 Uttarakhand 47 23 24 -

Total 11923,158 17,378 465,058 1722
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Table 2. Antiviral drug in treatment of COVID-19 [30]. 

Drug Dose Rout of Administrations Duration of Time
IFN-α 5 million U or equivalent dose each time, 2 times/day Vapor inhalation No more than 10 days

Lopinavir/ritonavir 200 mg/50 mg/capsule, 2 capsules each time, 2 times/
day Oral No more than 10 days

Ribavirin 500 mg each time, 2 to 3 times/day in combination with
IFN-α or lopinavir/ritonavir Intravenous infusion No more than 10 days

Chloroquine 
phosphate 500 mg (300 mg for chloroquine) each time, 2 times/day Oral No more than 10 days

Arbidol 200 mg each time, 3 times/day Oral No more than 10 days

data of exponential growth was followed before implementation 
of government quarantine strategies on Jan 24th, 2020 of basic 
reproductive value (R0) of COVID-19 were calculated at early stage 
was found between 2 & 3.5 which result of indication of that one 
person could transmit the disease to two to three other people 
& which followed the high risk as compare to SARS & MERS .In 
different country showed 52 genomic sequence on phylodynamic 
analysis based of COVID-19 strains sampled which available at 
GISAID (Global Initiative on Sharing. 

All Influenza Data) was estimated mean evolutionary rate was 7.8 
x 10-4 subs/site/year ( range 1.1 x 10-4-15 x 10-4 ) & these data was 
in line that of SARS & MERS & their mean time was found 73 days 
in time to most recent common ancestor (tMRCA).

Conclusion
COVID-19 is a genuine irresistible illness brought about by 

the novel coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2. Its fundamental starting 
indications, fever, hack and weakness, are like that of SARS. The 
most probable wellspring of SARS-CoV-2 is bats. This infection 
is profoundly irresistible and can be transmitted through beads 
and close contact. A few patients are dangerous and such ailment 
has represented an extraordinary danger to worldwide wellbeing 
and security, so to control the spread of the pestilence and lessen 
the mortality as quickly as time permits is our consuming issue. 
However, by a long shot, the particular instrument of the infection 
stays obscure, and no particular medications for the infection 
have been created. At present, it is imperative to control the 
wellspring of contamination, remove the transmission course, 
and utilize the current medications and intends to control the 
advancement of the malady proactively. We ought to likewise 
endeavor to create explicit medications, advance the innovative 
work of immunizations, and diminish dreariness and mortality of the 
malady, to more readily ensure the security of individuals' lives.
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